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Food for Thought
OPINION:

NHI Dream: When
polemic triumphs over
policy
By Aslam Dasoo a convenor of the Progressive
Health Forum and a member of the Stalwarts and
Veterans of the ANC in City Press, 1 September
2019.
“There are two White Papers on healthcare that

"Both these narratives are phoney and worthless.

are germane. The first one, introduced by the
“Public health services will struggle to gain

Nelson Mandela administration, produced a

accreditation under the NHI unless standards

sensible plan to fulfil the obligation of section 27
of the Constitution. The second is the White

are appreciably lowered. To expect them to

Paper, spawned 10 years later in the toxic

compete with an agile and well-capitalised

cauldron of the Polokwane conference, evoking

private sector that is inured to the social

a new plan that is a triumph of polemic over

investiture necessary for healthcare is a
mug’s game.

policy. One was the product of struggle, of
empirical research and the organic participation
of the people in its formulation.

"The President and the Minister of Health are
eminently sensible politicians and leaders. If they

“The White Paper emanating from the

took a risk-adjusted view of healthcare, they

Polokwane resolution is everything that the

would understand the necessity of directing

former is not. It is the result of a political sleight of

immediate and massive investment into the

hand, with a flimsy pamphlet of questionable

public health service, turning it into the

provenance, lacking credible research, thorough

healthcare provider and employer of choice and

analysis and proper consultation, rammed

a truly world-class national asset.

through by Jacob Zuma’s triumphalist

Simultaneously, they should abjure populist

Polokwane brigade.

exhortations and implement careful regulatory
reform of the private health market, akin to what

“To rescue, rehabilitate and reinforce the public

was abandoned a decade ago, to integrate it into

health service is the truly noble enterprise and a

a system of universal access to all necessary

great act of solidarity with our people. Instead,

care, free at the point of care for the whole

they are offered the thin gruel of the NHI. The

population.

government spin is replete with euphemisms
about the NHI while private sector parties

“Rescuing the public health service qualifies

engage in alarmist hand-wringing, sincere only

as being in the national security interest, the

in their despair at the financial damage to their

NHI does not."

brands.

Allow autonomous
body to make NHI
decisions
In City Press (8 September 2019) Vuyo Mkize wrote: “The government hopes to see the NHI
implemented in full by 2026. However, given that the available healthcare budget is limited, two
questions apply:
• How will government, as well as the private sector, determine what is covered under their benefits
packages; and,
• What informs the choice of a new drug, device or intervention?”
Commenting on the introduction of the NHI, Professor Andrew Briggs - a world expert on health
technology assessment (HTA) at the University of Glasgow, Scotland - said that “process and
governance issues will need to be clarified and followed in full” before the government could decide
on a universally beneficial and equitable basket of healthcare services.
To read more, click the button below

Andrew Briggs

News on Government
NHI has so many
holes, it’s bound to
sink, experts warn
On Friday, 13 September, the National Department of Health (DoH) released a letter asking for
nominations for the steering committee of the national benefits committee. The nominations have to
be made by 17 September.
“The rush to appoint an interim steering committee comes as the Helen Suzman Foundation
requested more time from the NHI health parliamentary portfolio committee to send comments about
NHI,” reported Times Select (16 September 2019). The deadline for submissions is October 11.
The Helen Suzman Foundation believes “the NHI Bill is far too important and complex to be
adequately engaged within this short comment period”.
According to experts it was difficult for people to make “informed” comments because the
suggested law does not say what type of healthcare services the fund will buy and what it will
cost.
However, senior government official and head of the NHI office, Dr Nicholas Crisp, said an act of law
could not be too detailed because its aim was to create an “enabling environment” for further
regulations.
“It will cost as much as we can afford. Pay what you can, to get what you
can get,” said Crisp.

BUSA to engage with state on
NHI

State hospitals and clinics fail
safety audit

Business Unity SA (BUSA) is to set up a formal

According to a statement issued by the Jack

mechanism for engaging with the health

Bloom, DA spokesperson for health in Gauteng,

department on its plans for universal health

not a single state health facility in Gauteng has

coverage, reported Business Day (5 September

been assessed as complying with the

2019). After a meeting between BUSA and

Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA).The

Health Minister Zweli Mkhize it was agreed to

information was revealed by province's Health

establish a five-member team from each side to

MEC, Bandile Masuku, in a reply to questions in

engage on the proposed new system.

legislature.

Stavros Nicolaou, Aspen Pharmacare’s
executive for strategic trade, said BUSA
planned to ask Parliament for a six-week
extension on the public comment period
for the NHI Bill.

The most non-compliant facilities were: Bheki
Mlangeni Hospital; Far East Rand Hospital;
Tembisa Hospital; Kopanong; Mamelodi; George
Mukhari; Ekurhuleni district clinics;
Johannesburg district clinics.
Meanwhile WITS vice-chancellor, Adam

NHI Bill in line with constitution

Habib, has challenged Gauteng
Premier David Makhura’s call for the DoH

Acting chief state law adviser, Ayesha Johaar,

to finance the province’s debt-ridden

told Parliament that the NHI Bill was certified as

teaching hospitals, saying centralising

being constitutionally sound on July 29. On the

their funding without fixing their deep-

issue of the provinces, she said the National

seated administrative and governance

Health Act determined the roles, responsibilities

challenges won’t give patients a better

and functions of the spheres of government with

deal.

regard to health, and not the constitution itself.
This is interpreted to mean provinces may enact

Gauteng is home to four of SA’s 10

provincial laws to deal with health services

central hospitals, which are linked to

authorised and contemplated by the national

medical schools, and provide highly

framework and to give effect to national policy.

specialised care to patients with

Any amendment to these provisions does not in

complicated conditions. They include

and of itself offend the constitution.

Charlotte Maxeke, Steve Biko,
Baragwanath and George Mukhari, which

The DA’s shadow health minister, Siviwe

serve patients living in Gauteng as well

Gwarube, a member of the committee,

as those referred from other provinces

said she did not accept Johaar’s position

and from neighbouring states.

on the bill.

In September Gauteng DoH warned
employees it will recover some of the

Doctors at their wits end

billions in damages claims it is facing
from those responsible for the medical

According to research, published in the SA

negligence. In a recent staff circular,

Medical Journal 84% registrars in the clinical

department head, Prof Mkhululi Lukhele,

medicine school at Wits University are suffering

said the department “cannot continue” to

burnout.

allow a situation where legal claims stand

The researcher, Cathelijn Zeijlemaker, said she

at half of its annual budget of R50.8-bn.

was particularly worried by the “extremely high”

Recent figures show it is facing claims of

feelings of depersonalisation she uncovered

R29-bn.

among 170 registrars who completed an online
questionnaire. Zeijlemaker said burnout

Meanwhile none of the government plans

negatively influences the attitude of registrars to

designed to improve staff shortages and

their careers, leading to changes of speciality,

training at state hospitals have been

changes of career or emigration.

implemented as doctor shortages persist,
reported Times Select (30 August 2019).

Investigated Company awarded
large tender

According to the dean at the Nelson
Mandela Medical School, prof Lungile
Pepeta, the 2011 Human Resources for

The Limpopo health department has awarded a

Health SA to “increase the output of

lucrative three-year tender to a joint venture

doctors three times” has never been

including Buthelezi EMS, a private emergency

implemented.

medical services company which is under

What a waste!

investigation by the Special Investigating Unit,
the Hawks and National Treasury, reported

Gauteng health MEC, Dr Bandile Masuku,

Spotlight (27 August 2019). Buthelezi EMS
(BEMS) and its joint venture partner FIM Aviation

revealed that the department has irregularly

have been unable to provide an aeromedical

extended 12 contracts worth more than R1-bn a

service in terms of the new tender - either

year. The contracts have been extended monthly

leaving patients stranded or requiring

for the past three years without going out to

the department to make use of other private

tender. Of the contracts, R675-m is for security for

sector providers in Gauteng.

tertiary and regional hospitals and clinics.
The other contracts, worth nearly R400-m, are for
the supply of renal dialysis equipment, collection
of medical waste and supply of tubs and small
lids to hospitals.

CMS hit by probes, lack of funding, staff shortages
The CMS is working along with the SIU on the investigation to rid the industry of “fraud and
corruption”, Registrar Dr Sipho Kabane, told Parliament (Fin24, 30 August 2019). The CMS
has appointed an investigation panel, led by Advocate Tembeka Ngcukaitobi, to look into allegations
of racial profiling by medical schemes. Public hearings will be concluded in September and a final
report by the panel is expected by November 2019.
The Council is also challenged by a lack of resources. Although the CMS has requested an increase
of 9.6% on levies, the health and finance ministers have agreed to an increase of 7.03%. Kabane
commented that the biggest source of the CMS budget is being strangled. He said the SIU
investigation would cost R4.6-m and the investigation, led by Ngcukaitobi, will cost R10-m.

Special News

READ MORE

Doctors:
Read the NHI Bill and
have your say…
Family practitioners must find the time to read through the NHI Bill, take note of
the sections that will affect them directly in their daily practices, and make
the effort to submit any concerns, queries or points of confusion they may have
while the bill is out for public comment.
It is not what the government can do, but what doctors can do that is more important when it comes to
meeting the health care needs of the country’s people, internationally
experienced and respected medical post-graduate lecturer and family practice stalwart, Dr Graham
Hukins, indicated recently when moderating a SA Academy of Family Physicians Conference
workshop: You now have the opportunity to say what you can do!

READ MORE

Financial News
NHI won’t shift our focus, says Discovery CEO, Adrian Gore.
Read more under: News on Medical Aids

NHI expenditure will be R450bn - Fitch

Adcock Ingram CEO upbeat
about NHI Bill

Fitch Solutions, a unit of the Fitch Group, projects

Andy Hall, the CEO of Adcock Ingram (SA’s

the government’s healthcare expenditure will

second-largest generic drug manufacturer) said

reach nearly R450-bn by 2028, following its

the reforms proposed under the NHI Bill could

decision to implement the NHI system, reported

boost drug sales, reported Business Day on 29

Business Report (2 September 2019).

August.

According to Fitch’s research government health

He said Adcock Ingram already operates in a

expenditure could post a 9.9% 10-year

market constrained by restrictions on medicine

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) reaching

sales, ranging from government caps on annual

R449.9-bn by 2028. It expects private health

price increases to the formularies (lists of

expenditure to gradually decline, posting a 1.6%

approved products) used by large medical

five-year CAGR, amounting to R224-bn by 2028.

schemes, and did not anticipate struggling to
adapt to NHI.

Dividend on hold at Aspen

Dis-Chem’s revenue almost at
R10-bn

Aspen Pharmacare has decided not to declare a
dividend for the first time in almost a decade,
reported Business Day (12 September).

Dis-Chem’s revenue jumped to almost R10-bn in
the five months to July 31, 2019. The group

Aspen reported a 15% decline in headline

recorded a 13.5% jump in group revenue to

earnings per share to 1,254c, down from a

R9.9-bn. Retail revenue jumped 12% to R9-bn

restated 1,475c in 2018

for the period. Group chief executive, Ivan

Meanwhile it has been announced that
Aspen will no longer produce ARV’s
under its own name. Instead, it will

Saltzman, said with the strike and warehouse
decentralisation concluded, the group continued
to focus on reducing and rationalising its stock
holding to improve free cash flow generation.

produce drugs under license for an

Saltzman said the group was on track to add

Indian pharmaceutical company.

another 13 stores before year-end and had
opened nine new stores to date.

Adcock Ingram CEO upbeat about NHI Bill
Andy Hall, the CEO of Adcock Ingram (SA’s second-largest generic drug manufacturer) said the
reforms proposed under the NHI Bill could boost drug sales, reported Business Day on 29 August.
He said Adcock Ingram already operates in a market constrained by restrictions on medicine sales,
ranging from government caps on annual price increases to the formularies (lists of approved
products) used by large medical schemes, and did not anticipate struggling to adapt to NHI.

General News
SA men more likely to
commit suicide than
women
According to the latest WHO report: Preventing Suicide: A Resource for Pesticide Registrars and
Regulators, men in SA are more than four times more likely to commit suicide than women. Almost
800 000 people die from suicide every year globally.
In 2016, the year on which the data is based, SA recorded 6 476 suicides, which translates into a rate
of 12.8 people per 100 000. 5 138 were men: a suicide rate of 21.8 per 100 000. The suicide rate of
women was just more than 5 per 100 000.
The SA Depression and Anxiety Group (Sadag), which operates the country’s only suicide helpline,
has received 145 000 calls to its 22 lines so far in 2019. Although the majority of callers are females,
some of the more acute or emergency cases are from male callers, especially since men use more
aggressive methods of suicide.

News on Medical Aids

NHI won’t shift our focus, says
Discovery CEO

'Singing in the
rain'

According to Discovery CEO, Adrian Gore, the company did not

“It has been one of the more

predict any dramatic change in its strategic planning for the

challenging weeks for SA’s

medical scheme administration business. Speaking at the

quintessential corporate

company’s annual results for the year ended in June, Gore said

optimist, Adrian Gore, to keep

the role of the private sector is critical to the success of NHI and

the legendary pep in his step”

not including it would be counterproductive because SA does not

wrote Rob Rose & Stepehen

have sufficient resources for it.

Cranston in Financial Mail (12
September). “Gore, who built

Discovery’s results show profits from its health business increased

Discovery into SA’s largest

10%, while the group’s profits rose 15% to R6.6-bn.

medical aid administrator in just
27 years, has long been the

*In an article, published in Business Day (5 September 2019)

antidote to the waves of

Gore presented an analysis on the implications of funding NHI

negativity that seem to assail

that showed the average monthly healthcare spend per person by

SA every few months.

members of medical schemes is
R1 726 versus just R372 spent by the government on behalf of

”But with SA on the brink of a

people accessing the public health system.

rating downgrade,
unemployment having

Were the government to pursue the most comprehensive version

deepened to 29%, a wave of

of universal healthcare and replace the R206-bn made in

xenophobic-based looting and

contributions to private medical schemes through contributions to

an inexplicably brutal spate of

NHI via higher taxes, the average spend on healthcare per person

violence against women, has

per month would only rise to R576, said Gore.

Gore changed his tune?"

To read a condensed version of the article published in Financial Mail, click on the button below,
marked ATTACHMENT DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

Council approves the merger of
CompCare and Selfmed
The CMS has approved the merger of CompCare
Wellness Medical Scheme and Selfmed. The
amalgamated scheme will be known as
CompCare Wellness Medical
Scheme.

Circulars: Council for
Medical Schemes
The following Circulars were published by the CMS in
August/September 2019.
Visit www.medicalschemes.co.za for more info.

57 of 2019
Quarterly Statutory Returns
Submission for 2019 (Q2)
58 of 2019
Imposition of Levies for Medical
Schemes 1019/20
59 of 2019
Induction Programme for Trustees
60 of 2019
KZN Advanced Broker Training
Reminder
61 of 2019
State Hospitals as a Designated
Service Provider for Medical
Research Survey
62 of 2019
Auditor approvals

64 of 2019
Request for HIV, TB and STI DATA
for the SA National Aids Council
(SANAC)
65 of 2019
Advanced Trustee Training in
Partnership with GIBS
66 of 2019
Advanced Broker Training in Cape
Town
67 of 2019
National Registry Pilot Program
Project Plan Deadlines
68 of 2019
Thebemed final
curatorship granted

63 of 2019
CompCare Wellness Medical
Scheme and Selfmed
MedicalScheme merger is confirmed

Special Notices
The HPCSA has released a booklet on Ethical Guidelines on Social Media
Booklet 16 Social Media Guidelines.
To read the booklet, click on the button below.
Social Media Guidelines

Doctors can now send an SMS
to speak to a Medscheme
Medical Advisor

How does it work?
Doctor to a Medscheme Medical Advisor (MA):
In the event that you would like to make contact with a MA:
1. Send an SMS to 44845 between the hours of 09:00am and 16:00pm and include the following
information:
Your practice number
Your full name and surname
Patient membership number and dependent code/name
Authorisation or reference number (if available)
Requested date and two (2) requested times for a MA to call back (optional)
Indicate in short the nature of the clinical query, e.g. Hospital, Chronic Medicine or Oncologyrelated query (optional).
2. A confirmation SMS will be sent to you that a MA will call back at the requested time.
3. The MA will call you at the scheduled time.
It is only to be used to discuss the funding of your patients clinical treatment. Claims
queries will not be discussed as the Medical Advisor team is not responsible for managing
claims queries. For claims queries contact the Healthcare Professional Contact Centre Call
Centre on 0861 112666 or email gp@medscheme.co.za / specialist@medscheme.co.za
The MA will be available to return calls between 09:00am – 16:00pm from Monday to Friday. If
an SMS is sent after normal office hours, the MA will only attend to the message the following
work day.

To advertise in Private Practice Review contact
Maretha Conradie: maretha@healthman.co.za.

HealthView and Private Practice Review provide news and opinion articles as a service to our members to enhance
their understanding of the health care industry. The information contained in these publications is published without
warranties of any kind, either express or implied. HealthView and Private Practice Review are published solely for
informational purposes and should not to be construed as advice or recommendations. Individuals should take into
account their own unique and specific circumstances in acting on any news or articles published. Often these articles
originate from sources outside our organization that are reported in the national press. Consequently, any information,
trademarks, service marks, product names or named features are assumed to be the property of their respective
owners, and are used solely for informative purposes in our publications. There is furthermore no implied endorsement
of any of the products, goods or services mentioned in our publications.

